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Planning Community Tool

- **Internal**: Streamline confidential questions and inquiries
- **External**: Public forum to improve widespread communication and increase transparency
Special Planning Committee Sessions identified the following needs

**Tagging**
Topic tracking through keyword searches

**Security**
CEII/CIP information is kept confidential and secure

**Alerts and Notifications**
Follow topics of interest, receive updates, and enhance awareness
Transparency
Ensuring open communication and fairness of information.

“Up-voting” and other interactivity can bring visibility to relevant/popular topics and issues.

Ease of Use
User-friendly to help efficient communication.

Information Articles
Detailed information for self-help on key topics.
Planning Community Tool

• Planning Community Tool coming Q3 of 2017
• External testing to begin mid-July - Requesting beta testers
• Demo recording and external user guide creation
• Please send questions/feedback and to volunteer to be a beta tester to RTEP@PJM.COM
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